The place of components in a conditional relationship in the system of causal relations

**Abstract.** In linguistics, the linguistic nature of the category of general compound sentences still requires deep recognition. Although it has been somewhat studied from the point of view of structural linguistics, there are still unresolved problems in determining the syntactic nature of complex structures in the relation of a condition. Based on the latest achievements in the syntax of a compound sentence, there is a clear need for a deeper functional and semantic consideration of this language category. This direction, of course, is distinguished by its novelty, scientific depth. In studies, characterized by the manifestation of an active subject – a person who knows the world, reflecting it through language, as a central figure, the linguistic phenomenon is studied from the point of view of the basic principles of its origin, or from the point of view of the principles of cognition of the world through thinking and the representation of these cognitive concepts through language. Of course, in modern science, all this is interpreted as such. In the in-depth knowledge of structural and semantic units in the conditioning relation, the most important thing is recognized as how these conditioning relations manifest themselves in nature and being-being and mental being inherent in humanity, and how they are expressed in language. This article provides for the consideration of conditional components as structures in a causal relationship. In the deepening recognition of structural and semantic units in the conditional relationship, it is recognized as the most important how this conditional relationship manifests itself in nature and creation-being and the mental being inherent in humanity, and how they are reflected in the language.
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**Introduction**

For a deeper understanding of the grammatical nature of the conditional relationship, it is better to first focus on its logical-philosophical nature. Although it is clear that the linguistic and logical categories do not always coincide with each other, from the point of view of understanding the principles of language representation of thinking, this is necessary. In modern science, there is a variety of classifications of various relationships in the being of creation. In particular, in western linguistics, causal relations include causal relations.

Tajibaeva S.J. considers causal, condition, and goal-value components as structures in a causal relationship. Philosophical, logical and mathematical models of causal relations, although they are able to give many interesting information in the study of the richness of the problem, do not fully reflect the patterns of their representation in the language, and therefore emphasize the importance of linguistic methods here [1]. She knows that among the compounds in the causal relationship, the one that manifests itself in the main central plane is the causal relationship. According to the author, a different approach to the problem has developed in american linguistics. That is, the main place is the meaning of the conditional relationship. The author explains the reason...
as follows: “the increased introduction of American students to the existing structures is associated with the hypothesis, according to which the provision (which is typical for people) affects the alternative causes, to deal with them based on unsolicited information, I would like to suggest possible correlations between situations and to consider, as if we were determined correlations were other” [2]. It is natural that, depending on the peculiar mentality of the people, the ethnic worldview and the peculiarities of their own thinking, the features of their attitude to linguistic phenomena also differ. From the point of view of linguistic nature, the degree-levels of the causal relationship and the condition relationship are approximate, parallel. And which of them to prioritize from the point of view of national cognition, as we have already mentioned, is expressed in its own characteristics.

It is known that in the implementation of the main communicative purpose of the language, the function of syntactic categories, especially syntactic ones of a grammatical nature, is special. In the context of a linguistic relational phenomenon, in which the general conciliation is directly related to abstract concepts-concepts of a wide philosophical or worldview nature-time (time), place (Space), movement, cause and effect, etc., a special place of conditional relations is distinguished, which have the ability to manifest themselves in a wide variety from a linguistic – grammatical, modal, etc. point of view [3]. Because the basic laws between natural phenomena and their occurrence and change (development) are also closely related to this law of conditionality. This was also one of the reasons why the science of linguistic laws (structural linguistics), which was initially considered in linguistics only as a structural system, later began to be considered from a functional point of view.

Indeed, since both the main purpose and the generating force of the emergence and activity of language units serve a specific purpose for communication between people, it becomes clear that the search for knowledge of the inner nature of language is directly related to this problem, or research in the functional direction. That is why we see the search for a single structural direction as arising from a variety of practical needs in the early stages of the development of linguistics and in connection with the goal of deeper knowledge of language material.

Linguistics of a worldview nature (cognitive) at the present stage of the development of linguistics, approaching the problem on the basis of an anthropocentric principle, aims to consider the linguistic material from the point of view of the features of thinking of humanity or a particular ethnic group, knowledge of the world, its reflection through language. This direction, of course, is distinguished by its novelty and scientific depth even more than the first two different ones. In studies of this direction, distinguished by the manifestation of the active subject – human as the central figure, who knows the world, reflects it through language, the linguistic phenomenon is studied from the point of view of the basic principles of its origin, or from the point of view of the principles of cognition of the world through thinking and reflection of these cognitive concepts through language. Of course, in modern science, this is explained in different ways. In the deepening recognition of structural and semantic units in the conditional relationship, it will be very important how this conditional relationship manifests itself in nature and creation-being and mental being inherent in humanity, and how they are reflected in the language.

On the importance of studying the linguistic phenomenon from a functional point of view, M.M. Toleup, based on the opinion of the scientist V.N. Yartseva says: “... bringing to the fore the functional significance of the processes taking place in the language system can help to show the diverse semantic connection of some categories of the phenomenon of language, to determine their ultimate basis” [4].

Noting that the principles of functional-semantic description of language phenomena are reflected in the works of F.I. Buslaev, A.A. Potebnya, A.A. Shakhmatov, I.I. Meshchaninov, L.V. Sherbera, the authors, on the basis of the opinion of Teremova R.M., currently has a new direction, which considers the need to take into account linguistic personalities in the scientific analysis of these views, the correctness of moving not only
from meaning (function) to personality, but also from personality to meaning (function)” - says [5].

Indeed, since both the main purpose and the generating force of the emergence and activity of language units are to serve the relationship between people from a certain point of view, it becomes clear that the search for knowledge of the inner nature of language is directly related to this problem, or research in the functional direction.

The thinker Hegel said: “the study of grammar is the beginning of logical education” [6]. Continuity links in the existence and functioning of all things and phenomena in the world are built on the relations of cause and effect and condition and result. Conditionality and causal relations, as well as the natural great regularity of the struggle and unity of dialectical opposites, also belong to dialectical categories.

The direction of cognitive (cognitive) linguistics, which appeared at a later stage in the development of linguistics, aims to recognize the ‘image of the universe’ from the conciliatory nature of language. Since the representation of objects and phenomena of creation-being by language-sound means is the result of the worldview thinking of mankind, the requirement to see the image of a natural being in a linguistic being is justified. In his criticism of Steinithal’s Quadrangular Circle, R.A. Budagov says: “The specification of the language in particular from logic should look not in the volume, that the language of the country is developing all the basics of logic and Sam as far as possible and even antilogic, and in the volume, that the language on its own passes the logical laws of our mouse” [7]. But it is not so easy to explain the meaning of the author’s phrase “on your own” here. He further said: “if we are antilogic, with his help, in the first part of the world we are going to issue logical laws and logical conclusions and, in the second problem of ponymania between people, we will not be able to get into the center of science in the language”.

If we consider the phenomenon of language not only from a formal point of view, from the sound material of the language to the meaning, but also from the point of view of the true representation of the true being in the language, or the reflection of the essence and meaning of the natural being through the language, from the point of view of the cognitive function of the language, from the point of view of the features of its participatory and pragmatic activity, we can get to the richness of the problem.

In his work, K. Yessenov took into account this aspect of the issue, saying: “the concept of a contract is born from a person’s thoughts of a different nature.” Thought has a direct relation to nature, natural phenomena and a representation of the same natural process: if it rains, the earth turns blue. Thought has a relation to the inner mental object: if I think, the work of Askar is a feat [8].

It is clear that the concept of conditionality in philosophy and the concepts of conditionality in linguistics are not one. Therefore, it is advisable to delve into these two problems: in philosophy it is considered as a category of conditionality, in linguistics it is considered as a relationship of conditionality. Therefore, we know that it is advisable not to use the general name of the concept of conditionality, but to use scientific terms that have been established in the scientific literature – from a philosophical point of view, the term category of conditionality, and from a linguistic point of view, the term relationship of conditionality.

One exception, as it seems to us, is that the categorical recognition of conditionality as an object of philosophy involves understanding the philosophical nature of natural-being, social phenomena, revealing their general laws, while its linguistic recognition relies on its own laws of reflection through linguistic operations, perceiving the worldview and philosophical ideas of mankind about natural-being, social phenomena and their laws through the participation of That is, in this latter case, the reflection of natural and real phenomena in the language is mentally differentiated, or revised, or, in particular, carried out through the linguistic consciousness of a person. Here we know that the two main sides, the two main directions of the problem we are talking about, are here.

Research in the cognitive direction, which appeared in the later period of linguistics, aims to recognize the ‘image of the universe’ from the concomitant nature of language. Since the
representation of objects and phenomena of a natural being by language-sound means is the result of the worldview thinking of mankind, the requirement to see the image of a natural being in a linguistic being is also justified. Therefore, it should be noted that A. Altaeva in her article on conditional subordinate clauses wrote: “in order to understand the essence of conditional subordinate clauses, it is advisable to first consider the concept of ‘conditionality’ as a whole. The idea is to connect language and cognition, on the basis of which we create a ‘linguistic picture of the world’”, says [9]. But this is not a problem that can be easily identified in this way, and there are problems associated with the problem of ‘linguistic picture of the world’.

**Literature review**

Although it is said that the study of kazakh linguistics, including the syntax of the kazakh language, begins with the first works of Russian missionaries of the XIX century, it is appropriate that its establishment on a scientific basis is associated with the works of Alash Aryans of the early XX century.

The study of the syntax of a compound sentence is also one of the areas that began with delay. In the course of the study, the works of scientists-correspondents, who theoretically and methodically considered the actual problems of the syntax of a common compound sentence, became an example. As a scientific basis of the work, prominent representatives of kazakh linguistics A. Baitursynov, K. Zhubanov, S. Zhienbayev, N. Sauranbayev, A. Amanzholov, K. Yesenov, T. Kordanbayev, R. Amir, M. Sergaliev, T. Sairambayev, B. Shalabay, Zh. Zhakupov, S. Tajibaeva, T. Ermekova, A. Altaeva, etc. In the teaching of the syntax of a compound sentence, scientists were guided by new conclusions of great theoretical significance. The works of G. Abdurakhmanov, A. Peshkovsky, V. Vinogradov, G. Zolotova, A. Bondarko, M. Lyapon and others from Turkic and Russian linguistics gave a scientific and methodological orientation.

**Materials and methods**

To solve the tasks set in the article, the following methods were used: the descriptive method used in the formulation of materials related to the theory of a complex sentence, the statistical method carried out by a mathematical approach, the method of structural and functional analysis, the comparative method used for the purpose of differentiated study of complex sentences, methods for differentiating the necessary data, generalizing opinions, summarizing concepts.

**Results and analyzes**

Cognition of the phenomenon of conditionality in creation-being and social phenomena, its philosophical nature and the problems of their reflection in language is, indeed, the main object of a deep study of the linguistic phenomenon [10]. It is known that conditional relations and their laws, such as other diverse natural phenomena and their laws, are also expressed in nature and being in a diverse nature, and the linguistic representation of these natural and non-real phenomena is so complex that it requires special attention - the problem of its deep understanding, the definition of its linguistic laws. And we know that the relationship of the condition cannot contain the linguistic picture of the universe as a whole, but it can show some features of the linguistic understanding of the world.

Given that both the category of conditionality in philosophy and the category of conditionality in linguistics cover one of the main aspects of both natural and mental existence in general, language reflects other diverse patterns (causal, seasonal, etc.), we can understand that the question of the linguistic picture of the universe covers the widest range.

As for the natural-life truth, “not all phenomena that follow one after another can be called the same causal relationships. Day follows night. But the day is not the reason for the night. The reason for their mutual transition is because of the Earth’s own navel, as well as the rotation of the Sun.” [11]. But it can be seen that the forms and semantic features [12] of the representation of this natural and natural phenomenon in the language are very diverse. For example: 1) The day has set, the night has come. In this structure, which is called in the language, the existence of natural phenomena is transmitted in the same way. It is known that this is usually called convenient (seasonal) salalas. And in the structure of continuity, this
For example, the sentence given that if the sun goes down, the night will come would not be seen as a sentence in a purely seasonal relationship, since it cannot be ignored that there is also an alternative idea (shadow context) behind this that if the sun does not go down, the night will not come. Then it would be a conditional meaning. When does the subordinate clause of the sentence above relate to the conditional and periodic meanings it is not without reason to ask When? Which?, but which exactly they are asked is determined by the context and the communicative purpose of the speaker. Therefore, as we can see, it turns out that the linguistic representation of the phenomena of creation and existence has its own laws, it is worth considering these laws in recognizing the nature of language.

Conclusion
Compound sentences are a single systematic phenomenon. Despite the fact that textbooks, individual monographs, and dissertations have been defended on this area of syntax, we cannot say that the problems of the category of compound have been fully and comprehensively solved. This is due to the fact that at the present stage, when the functional direction has come to the fore, there is a need to revise almost all theoretical issues from a new point of view [15]. From the definition of a compound sentence, the problem of subordination and continuity, the components of a compound, to the forms of communication, the need for study is manifested, taking into account structural features, with priority in the functional direction. The relevance of the article will be determined by comparing and combining existing views in science with new ones, analyzing the structural, functional, communicative features of compound sentences, including those in the relationship of contracts, its consideration at the present stage.
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Место компонентов условной связи  
в системе причинно-следственных отношений

Аннотация. В лингвистике лингвистическая природа категории общих сложных предложений все еще требует глубокого признания. Хотя он был в некоторой степени изучен с точки зрения структурной лингвистики, все еще существуют нерешенные проблемы в определении синтаксической природы сложных структур в отношении условия. Основываясь на последних достижениях в синтаксисе сложносочиненного предложения, существует очевидная необходимость в более глубоком функциональном и семантическом рассмотрении этой языковой категории. Это направление, безусловно, отличается своей новизной, научной глубиной, в отличие от первых двух разных направлений. В исследованиях этого направления, отличающихся проявлением активного субъекта – человека, познающего мир, отражающего его через язык, как центральной фигуры, изучается языковое явление с точки зрения основных принципов его возникновения, или с точки зрения принципов познания мира через мышление и представления этих познавательных понятий через язык. Конечно, в современной науке все это трактуется как таковое. В углубленном познании структурно-смысловых единиц в обусловливающем отношении наиболее важным признается то, как эти обусловливающие отношения проявляются в природе и в ментальном бытии, присущем человечеству, и как они выражаются в языке. В статье предусматривается рассмотрение условных компонентов как структур в причинно-следственной связи. При углублении признания структурных и семантических единиц в условных отношениях наиболее важным признается то, как эти условные отношения проявляются в природе и творении-бытии, и ментальном сознании, присущем человечеству, и как они отражаются в языке.
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